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2011 
Diana: ’Crazy Month’ is a time to watch watts - 10/30 
Tom: Moving away from hot, bright halogens not just a 
dim hope - 11/6 
Tom: Chasing down the efficiency dragon - 12/4 
Diana: Fighting to fend off the Final Forty - 12/11 

2012 
Diana: Retail misadventure wasteful in many ways - 1/1 
Tom: Winter fosters frosty feelings for Fridge - 1/8 
Tom: Paint it black to keep warm in winter - 2/5 
Diana: Adjusting to scaling levels of insanity - 2/12 
Tom: Bidding farewell to a short, warm, friendly winter 3/4 
Diana: Wasteful waterbed wanton with watts - 3/11 
Tom: Time to reinvent the old grass farm - 4/1 
Diana: Lending a helping hand in the garden - 4/8 
Tom: Rage against the washing machine - 5/6 
Diana: Even undies deserve their day in the sun - 5/13 
Tom: Bring in the noise, bring in the funk and leave the 
grid - 6/3 
Diana: Learning to live the good life together - 6/10 
Tom: Storing and using the sun's energy - 7/1 
Diana: Waging the war on heat - 7/8 
Tom:'Sinking' to new heights of efficiency - 8/5 
Diana: Plumbing the depths of the sink - 8/12 
Tom: Sustainable living, like marriage, is an art and a 
science - 9/2 
Diana: Making sacrifices at the altar of sustainability - 9/9 
Tom: Time to get ready for the big payback - 10/7 
Diana: Scoring a solar touchdown against the man -10/14 
Tom: Confessions of a recovered power zombie - 11/4 
Diana: Raising the temperature in more ways than one - 
11/11 
Tom: Learning a lengthy lesson on leaving leaves - 12/2 
Diana: Counting the cost of having a good time - 12/9 

2013 
Tom: Taking the heat for the dog days of winter - 1/6 
Diana: Suffering through the sounds of silence - 1/13 
Tom: Late-half heroics lead to costly turnovers - 2/3 
Diana: Brewing up a case for Tea-conomics - 2/10 
Tom: Seeking sustainability a constant struggle - 3/3 
Diana: Powering our way through another winter 
snowstorm - 3/10 

Tom: Heating up the hot chicks room - 4/7 
Diana: Pinpointing energy zealot's blind spot - 4/14 
Tom: Seeking the sunshine stored in sticks, limbs - 5/5 
Diana: Getting high from measuring amps - 5/12 
Tom: Conservation takes a holiday - 6/2 
Tom: Art in the Park dispenses with water in bottle - 6/9 
Tom: It is not easy peeing green - 7/7 
Diana: Counting up the cost of being cool - 7/14 
Diana: Is there life after gas? - 8/4 
Tom: Scarcity of showers drives desperation - 8/11 
Tom: Post-apocalyptic alcohol hunt yields revelations 9/1 
Diana: Getting a rise out of thermals - 9/8 
Tom: Celebrating another trip around the sun - 10/6 
Diana: How to spend it - 10/13 
Tom: You can't always get watts you want - 11/3 
Diana: Putting houseguests on notice - 11/10 
Tom: Pushing the thermal envelope - 12/1 
Diana: Days with Dad prepared me for times with Tom - 
12/8 

2014 
Tom: Trying to curb another kind of consumption - 1/5 
Diana: Tumbling toward a tantrum over a balky appliance 
- 1/12 
Tom: The perfect is the enemy of the wood - 2/2 
Diana: Living in a sensible house on the prairie - 2/9 
Tom: Better to light a fire than curse the coldness - 3/2 
Diana: Maintaining peak efficiency can be an Olympian 
effort - 2/9 
Tom: A tired magnolia tree takes one for the team - 4/6 
Diana: Welcoming signs of spring's arrival - 4/13 
Tom: The most wonderful month of the year - 5/4 
Diana: It's solar so good in war for thermostat - 5/11 
Tom: Gasoholism leads to pain at the pump - 6/1 
Diana: Laboring to create the Goldilocks butter zone - 6/8 
Tom: Turning over a new Leaf- 7/6 
Diana: Rocking on sunshine at Art in the Park - 7/13 
Tom: Panels on pergola point path to promised land8/3 
Diana: Handing over the house - 8/10 
Tom: Paying more to use less - 9/7 
Diana: Penny Pigtails heads to chicken heaven - 9/14 
Tom: Stored solar power provides a bicycling boost - 10/5 
Diana: Falling in love with the electric elf- 10/12 
Tom: Efficiency is the spice of life - 11/2 
Diana: Learning to jettison the jetsam - 11/9 
Tom: Crock-Pots put the kibosh on sustainable tailgating 
- 12/7 
Diana: Trying to see the light - 12/14 
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2015 
Tom: Winter solstice sucks away summer savings - 1/4 
Diana: Making do with cold comfort - 1/11 
Tom: Panda provides patient partner for pondering power 
- 2/1 
Diana: Putting the bleak in mid-winter - 2/8 
Tom: Despite drier days ahead, damaged dryer demands 
attention - 3/1 
Diana: Appliance patience pays off - 3/8 
Tom: March madness assuaged by April’s arrival - 4/5 
Diana: Score one for form in decor detente - 4/12 
Tom: Souped-Up solar cycle suffers smoky smackdown - 
5/3 
Diana: Composting credo creates conflict - 5/10 
Tom: Seeking self-sufficient shave seems silly - 6/14 
Diana: Little piggies easier to warm than baby chicks - 
6/21 
Tom: Clean slate revives passion for grid game - 7/5 
Diana: Cool quiet poses conservation quandary - 7/12 


